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Can love mend the broken heart?Ethan Hawkins is an all-star soccer player for the Spokane
Sounders and engaged to the runway model Amelia Ricci. By all appearances, he should be
happy, but he isn't. There's something missing in his life but he can’t pinpoint it. When tragedy
strikes in his hometown of Cottonwood Falls, Kansas, nearly ten years after leaving, Ethan must
take a trip to his past. It’s here where Ethan can finally find the answers to the questions his heart
has held onto for so many years.Facing the most painful parts of our past isn’t always easy, but
with God’s help, it can bring healing. Our brokenness can be mended when we turn to our
Creator and let Him guide our steps in the right direction.Can Ethan find joy in surrendering?
Can he overcome his giants? Find out when you pick up your copy of the inspirational Christian
romance, A Reason To Trust, book three of the inspirational fiction series, A Reason To Love.A
Reason To Love series (An Inspirational Romance series):1. A Reason to Live2. A Reason to
Believe3. A Reason to Forgive4. A Reason to TrustThe Diamond Lake Series (A Contemporary
Christian Fiction Series): 1. One Thursday Morning2. One Friday Afternoon3. One Saturday
Evening4. One Sunday Drive5. One Monday Prayer6. One Tuesday Lunch7. One Wednesday
DinnerEmbers and Ashes Series (A Contemporary Christian Romance Series): 1. Amongst The
Flames2. Out of the Ashes3. Up in Smoke4. After the FireProtected by Love Series (A Christian
Romance Series): 1. Love’s Return2. Love’s Promise3. Love’s ProtectionJourney of Love Series
(A Contemporary Christian Romance Series):1. Journey of Grace2. Journey of Hope3. Journey
of FaithThe Love of God Series (Christian Fiction):1. The Start of Us2. The Tender YearsT.K.
Chapin’s stand-alone books in The Potter House Series: 1. When it Rains2. Gracefully Broken3.
Until ChristmasLove’s Enduring Promise Series (An Inspirational Romance Series):1. The
Perfect Cast2. Finding Love3. Claire’s Hope4. Dylan’s FaithStand Alone Inspiration Christian
Romance Novels by T.K Chapin:The Space Between UsBecause of YouThe Broken RoadIn His
LoveThe Lies We BelieveIf OnlyA Chance at LoveLove InterruptedLove AgainWalking in the
Spirit (Women’s devotional)Think, Write, Publish
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Jen & John, “A Reason to Trust is another in a long line of captivating books by T.K. Chapin.. A
Reason to Trust is another in a long line of captivating books by T.K. Chapin. T.K. has the ability
to create such real characters that you almost feel as though you are reading about someone
that you actually know. He makes you care about the characters, and he makes you think about
them after the book has finished. A Reason to Trust centers around a rising soccer star, Ethan,
who left his hometown and his family years ago and never looked back. A tragedy back home
forces him to return to the town he never wanted to see again, and to people that he thought he
put out of his life forever. Not long after his return he is faced with the "one who he let go"--
Jessica. It is a difficult reconnection and doesn't go as smoothly as Ethan had hoped it
might.The storyline for this book is great, I only feel that the last third of the book was a bit
rushed. The characters are so well-developed, I really wanted more detail on their reconnection.
I wanted more depth to that part of the story. I hope that we see them again in a future book so
that we can continue to learn more about their relationship and how it has progressed.I was
given a copy of this book in exchange for my honest review. The views expressed are completely
my own.”

ñeldà jensen, “Reconnecting!. This is another good story about the challenges of being a good
Christian. Mr. C by aping is a very gifted author and I will recommend this series to family and
friends.  I plan to  read more of Mr. Chapin's books.”

Marla, “Fabulous Book!. This book is so good! T. K. writes about real life issues and the
characters are so real. The book was hard to put down. I enjoyed reading this book so much.
Can’t wait for the next book!”

Ebook Library Reader CT, “Ethan and Jessica. A lovely story written from a Christian viewpoint.
Ethan and Jessica were childhood sweethearts but grew apart. He became a star player for a
soccer team and she became a teacher. When Ethan's father died and he has to return home
things are set in motion.”

Ebook Library Reader., “Trust and faith in God. With all the problems and trials of have him, he
never gave up. Sometimes it takes a a big sadness to bring us back to our faith but remember
He is always with us and knows what is best for us and if we follow him a, the Lord will answer in
the right time.”

good choice, “Read1. This was a beautiful book. I have enjoyed reading this series. I have added
thisauthor to my must read list. I can hardly wait for his addition to this series.”

Pamela Mako, “Enjoyed the book. I liked the book. Read it at a time when my father had just



died. Encouraged me through a rough time. Didn’t give it a 4 because I felt the last part of the
book was rushed. What was there I enjoyed, just wanted more”

Shorty10, “Great read. This book didn't disappoint!It is a very inspiring story.I highly recommend
this book to anyone that enjoys a good book.”

The book by T.K. Chapin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 95 people have provided feedback.
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